Overview/Introductory Texts (5)

In addition to the weekly reading list, there are some overview/introductory texts you may find useful at different points in the module, including:

**BOOK** Gender

Complete: Available at Andersonian Library Standard Loan: D 305.3 CON and more locations

**E-BOOK** Handbook of gender and women’s studies [Internet resource]
Kathy Davis 1948-; Mary Evans 1948-; Judith Lorber; SAGE Knowledge., London. SAGE, 2006

Complete: Check availability

**E-BOOK** Gender [internet resource]: the key concepts
Mary Evans 1946-; Carolyn Williams (Carolyn H.); Abingdon: Oxon : New York, NY : Routledge, 2013

Complete: Check availability

Useful Journals (3)

For the most contemporary feminist research in this field, you might find it useful to consult journals such as:

**JOURNAL** Women’s studies international forum.
Elsevier Science

Complete: Check availability

**JOURNAL** European journal of women’s studies.
Sage Publications

Complete: Check availability

**JOURNAL** Feminist theory.
Sage Publications

Complete: Check availability

Tutorial 1, Week 3 (1)

**ELECTRONIC ARTICLE** There Must Be End to Confusion: Policy Networks, Intellectual Fatigue, and the Need for Political Science
Dowding, Keith. Political Studies, 48(1), 2001, 89 - 105

Read pp. 90-97

Complete: Check availability

**ELECTRONIC ARTICLE** The Public Role of Political Science
Putnam, R. D. Perspectives on Politics. 1(2) 2003, 249-255

Complete: Check availability

**BLOG** How relevant is UK political science? A riposte to Matthew Flinders and Peter Riddell | Impact of Social Sciences
John, Peter. 2012

Complete: View online